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WHY YOU SHOULD READ JOTWELL
JOTWELL, the Journal of Things We Like (Lots), is where legal
scholars go to identify and celebrate the latest work of their
colleagues. Our goal is to help Jotwell’s readers locate
the best scholarship relating to the law and to encourage
discussion of legal scholarship.
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CALL FOR PAPERS
Jotwell seeks short reviews of (very) recent scholarship related to the law that the reviewer likes
and thinks deserves a wide audience. The ideal Jotwell review does not merely celebrate scholarly
achievement, but situates it in the context of other scholarship in a manner that explains to both
specialists and non-specialists why the work is important.
Although gentle critique is welcome, reviewers should choose the subjects they write about with an
eye toward identifying and celebrating work that makes an original contribution, and that will be of
interest to others. See the Jotwell website for examples.
Reviews need not be written in a particularly formal manner. Contributors should feel free to write in a
manner that will be understandable to scholars, practitioners, and even non-lawyers.
Ordinarily, a Jotwell contribution will

•
•
•

be between 500-1000 words;
focus on one work, ideally a recent article, but a discussion of a recent book is also welcome;
begin with a hyperlink to the original work—in order to make the conversation as inclusive as possible, there is
a strong preference for reviews to focus on scholarly works that are freely available online. That said, reviews of
articles that are not freely available online, and also of very recent books, are also welcome.

STAFF
Section Editors edit and approve articles, assisted by student editors from the University of Miami School of Law.
The Sections Editors are: Brian Bix (Jurisprudence), Kathleen M. Boozang (Health Law), Caroline Bradley (Corporate),
Bill Bratton (Corporate), Kim Brooks (Equality), Allison Christians (Tax), Donna Coker (Criminal),
Bridget J. Crawford (T&E), Samuel Estreicher (Worklaw), John Flood (Legal Profession),
A. Michael Froomkin (Adlaw & Cyberlaw), James Grimmelmann (Cyberlaw), Patrick Gudridge (Constitutional),
Janet Halley (Family Law), Jeffrey Hirsch (Worklaw), Paul Horwitz (Constitutional), Robin Kar (Jurisprudence),
Gregory C. Keating (Torts), William LaPiana (T&E), Sonia Lawrence (Equality),
Elizabeth Weeks Leonard (Health Law), Susan Morse (Tax), Mellisa Murray (Family Law),
Kunal Parker (Legal History), Pam Samuelson (IP), Christopher Schmidt (Legal History),
Cathy Sharkey (Torts), Jonathan Simon (Criminal),Christopher Sprigman (IP),
Adam Steinman (Courtslaw), Eli Wald (Legal Profession), and
Howard M. Wasserman (Courtslaw).
Each section is edited and managed by Section Editors assisted by a team of ten
or more Contributing Editors. Every editor writes at least one Jotwell essay per year
of 500-1000 words identifying and explaining the significance of a recent work.
Jotwell invites contributions—see our Call for Papers overleaf.
Jotwell’s 250+ Contributing Editors are leading legal academics and practitioners.
Jotwell’s Editor-in-Chief is A. Michael Froomkin,
Laurie Silvers & Mitchell Rubenstein
Distinguished Professor of Law
at the University of Miami.
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